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Suppose 1<:2, L is a second-order elliptic differential operator in Rd and D
is a bounded smooth domain in Rd. Let Q=R+_D and let 1 be a compact set on
the lateral boundary of Q. We prove that 1 is a removable lateral singularity for the
equation u* +Lu=u: in Q if and only if Cap1:, 2:, :$ (1 )=0 where Cap stands for
the Besov capacity on the boundary.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Removable Singularities
A closed set 1/Rd is called a removable singularity for the equation
Lu=u:, :>1 if there is no non-trivial solution of the equation in Rd "1.
According to [2], a class of removable singularities can be characterized
as a class of all null sets for the corresponding Bessel capacity Cap2, :$ . For
the parabolic equation u* +Lu=u:, similar characterization was established
in [1].
The result remains valid if we replace Rd by a bounded smooth domain
D/Rd and consider an interior subset 1/D. But, the situation changes
significantly if 1 belongs to the boundary.
Removability of an isolated singularity was studied first by Gmira and
Ve ron [11]. A general theory was developed in [14] and [7]. Suppose 1
is a closed subset of D such that the boundary value problem,
{2u=u
:
u=0
in D,
on D"1,
(1.1)
has only a trivial solution u=0. Then we say that 1 is a removable bound-
ary singularity or, shorter, removable. A set 1 is removable if and only if it
is a null set for a certain capacity. Moreover, we can use two different
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capacities: the Bessel capacity Cap2:, :$ on the boundary, and the capacity
connected with the Poisson kernel in D.
Similar results for the parabolic equation in a smooth cylinder were
established in [13]. It was shown that a compact subset of a lateral bound-
ary of a smooth cylinder is removable if and only if its Poisson capacity is
equal to zero. The characterization in terms of Bessel capacity established
in [7] for the elliptic problem has got no parabolic counterpart. In this
paper, we fill this gap and show that 1 is removable if and only if its Besov
capacity Cap1:, 2:, :$ (1)=0. (This result was first announced in [12].)
A probabilistic approach to removable singularities is due to Dynkin
[4, 5] who proved that an interior set 1 is removable if it is not hit by
the range of the corresponding superdiffusion. This result was extended to
boundary sets in [7]. Earlier, Le Gall [14] gave a characterization of remov-
able boundary singularities for the equation 2u=u2 using the Brownian
snake. A probabilistic characterization of removable lateral singularities in
the parabolic setting was done in [13].
1.2. Capacities
We use the terminology and notation of [10] for P.D.E.s. We refer to
[6] and [9] for basic definitions and properties of superdiffusions.
We start from a uniformly elliptic differential operator
Lu=:
i, j
aijDiju+:
i
b iDiu (1.2)
in R+_R
d such that aij belong to C2+*(R+_Rd) and bi belong to
C1+*(R+_Rd).
Let D be a bounded domain of class C2, * and let QT=[0, T]_D. We
denote by p(x, r; t, y), r<t the Green’s function in Q (that is, the transition
density of L-diffusion in Q killed at the boundary).
Let 1<:2 and let 1/Q=[0, T]_D be a compact subset of the
lateral boundary of Q. We call 1 a removable lateral singularity if the condi-
tions
u* +Lu=u: in QT ,
{u=0 on Q"1, (1.3)u=0 on [T]_D
imply u=0. We define the Poisson capacity by the formula
CapL(1 )=sup {&(1): |QT \(x) ds dx _|1 kL(s, x; t, y) &(dt, dy)&
:
1=
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where kL(s, x; t, y), s<t, x # D, y # D is the corresponding (parabolic)
Poisson kernel associated with L and \(x) is the distance to the
boundary.
Let u be a C 0 -function in R+_R
d&1. In order to introduce its
anisotropic Besov norm &u&1:, 2:, :$ , we denote
2 thu(t, x)=u(t+h, x)&u(t, x),
2 ih u(t, x)=u(t, x1 , ..., x i+h, ..., xd&1)&u(t, x);
22, ih u(t, x)=2
i
h[2
i
h u(t, x)]
=u(t, x1 , ..., x i+2h, ..., xd&1)
&2u(t, x1 , ..., x i+h, ..., xd&1)+u(t, x). (1.4)
As in [3, Sect. 18.1], we define
&u&1:, 2:, :$=&u&:$+{|

0 _
&2 thu&:$
h1: &
:$ dh
h =
1:$
+ :
d&1
i=1 {|

0 _
&22, ih u&:$
h2: &
:$ dh
h =
1:$
. (1.5)
where :$=:(:&1) and & }&p is the L p-norm in R_Rd&1. (The norm (1.5)
coincides with the norm & }&Bl:$ with l=(1:, 2:, ..., 2:) in the notation of
[3].) The Besov capacity Cap1:, 2:, :$ (1), 1/R_Rd&1 is the infimum of
norms &u&1:, 2:, :$ taken over all C 0 functions
2 such that 0u1 and
u=1 in some neighborhood of 1. To define the class of sets of Besov
capacity 0 on the lateral boundary of a smooth cylinder Q, we use local
coordinate systems.
Finally, a set 1 is called G-polar if it is not hit by the graph GQ of the
corresponding (L, :)-superdiffusion in QT , that is if
Px, r[GQ & 1{<]=0 for all (x, r) # QT . (1.6)
The principal result is given by the following theorem first announced
in [12].
Theorem 1.1. Let QT be a bounded smooth cylinder, and let 1 be a
compact subset of Q. The following properties are equivalent:
(a) 1 is a removable lateral singularity;
(b) CapL(1 )=0;
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2 According to [17], Theorem 5, the condition 0u1 can be omitted if :(d+3)(d+1).
On the other hand, there is no non-trivial removable lateral singularities if :<(d+3)(d+1).
(c) Cap1:, 2:, :$ (1)=0;
(d) 1 is G-polar.
Remarks. (1) The elliptic problem was considered by Le Gall [14]
for L=2, :=2 and domains D of class C5, and by Dynkin and Kuznetsov
[7] for the general case.
(2) According to [15], a single point on the lateral boundary is
removable if and only if 1<:<(d+3)(d+1). A simple computation
shows that, for such :, Cap1:, 2:, :$ (1 )>0 for every nonempty 1.
(3) The equivalence (a)  (d) has been established in [5]. The
implication (b) O (a) follows from [8] and [9]. The reversed implication
(a) O (b) has been established in [13].
1.3. Notation
By [13], Section 2 and Theorem 1.1 (see also [12], Theorem 2.1), we
can assume that L=2, D=Rd+ and Q=R+_R
d
+ . A generic point of
D=Rd+=[z : zd>0] will be denoted by z or w; we use (x, r) as a sub-
stitute for z (here r stands for zd) if we need to treat the last coordinate in
a special way.
Let Q=R+_D=R+_Rd+ be the corresponding open cylinder. We
identify its lateral boundary Q with the product R+_R
d&1.
We introduce a measure m(dt, dz) in Q by the formula
m(dt, dz)=10<zd<1zd dt dz=10<r<1r dr dt dx.
We consider all function spaces in Q with respect to the measure m unless
the other measure is directly specified. A special role is played by L:$ (the
corresponding norm is denoted by & }&:$, m) and by the weighted anisotropic
Sobolev space W1, 2, :$ with the norm
&u&1, 2, :$=&u&:$, m+&Dtu&:$, m+: &D iu&:$, m+: &D iju&:$, m . (1.7)
All function spaces in Q=R_Rd&1 are considered with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. A special role is played by the Besov space B1:, 2:, :$
with the norm & }&1:, 2:, :$ defined by (1.5).
1.4. Plan of the Proof
It is sufficient to establish the implications (b) O (c) and (c) O (a). The
first implication is based on the following
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Proposition 1.1 (See [13], Theorem 4.1). Let CapL(1 )=0 for some
compact 1/Q. There exists a sequence of functions n(s, z) on Q (truncating
sequence) with the properties:
(i) 0n1;
(ii) n=1 in some neighborhood of 1;
(iii) n=0 outside of some bounded domain;
(iv) &n &1, 2, :$+&(1r) Ddn&:$, m+& |{zn |2&:$, m  0;
(v) For every n, lim supr  0 Ddn(t, z) is finite a.s. with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in R_Rd&1.
We denote by .n the restriction of n to the boundary and we show that
the norms &.n &1:, 2:, :$  0. As a tool, we use a version of a trace theorem
(see Theorem 2.1).
The implication (c) O (a) is based on
Proposition 1.2 (See [13], Theorems 5.1 and 2.1). If a compact
1/Q admits a truncating sequence n , then 1 is a removable lateral
singularity.
Since the Besov capacity Cap1:, 2:, :$ (1 )=0, there exists a sequence of
C0 -functions un on the boundary such that 0un1, un=1 in a
neighborhood of 1 and &un&1:, 2:, :$  0. We construct a truncating
sequence n by extension of un from the boundary. The corresponding
bound for the Sobolev norms is established in Theorem 2.2.
2. PROOFS
2.1. Auxiliary Inequalities
We start with the following inequality. Let f (x) be a function on R+ and
let 22h f (x)= f (x+2h)&2 f (x+h)+ f (x), x, h0. Then
|
h
0
|22h f (x)| x dx|
3h
0
| f "(x)| x dx. (2.1)
Indeed, note that
22h f (x)=|
h
0
|
h
0
f "(x+ y+z) dy dz
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and therefore
|
h
0
|22h f (x)| x dx|
h
0
|
h
0
|
h
0
| f "(x+ y+z)| x dx dy dz
|
h
0
|
h
0
|
h
0
| f "(x+ y+z)| (x+ y+z) dx dy dz
h2 |
3h
0
| f "(x)| x dx.
Let now f (s, x) be a function on R_Rd&1. In addition to (1.4), we set
2t, y f (s, x)=f (s+t, x+ y)& f (s, x),
(2.2)
22t, y f (s, x)=f (s+2t, x+2y)&2 f (s+t, x+ y)+ f (s, x).
For a function .(s, x, t, y) on R_Rd&1_R_Rd&1, denote by _._ the
L:$-norm with respect to the measure
ds dx dt dy
( |x& y|+ |t&s|12)d&1+2:$
.
Consider a seminorm
& f &alt=_22(t&s)2, ( y&x)2 f (s, x)_. (2.3)
Lemma 2.1. & f &altC & f &1:, 2:, :$ .
Proof. We have (cf. [18, p. 154])
22(t&s)2, ( y&x)2 f (s, x)
=
1
4
22t&s, y&x f (s, x)+
3
4
22, tt&s f (s, x)
&222, t(t&s)2 f \s+t2 ,
x+ y
2 +&22, t(t&s)2 f \t,
x+ y
2 +
+
3
2
220, ( y&x)2 f (t, x)&
1
4
220, y&x f (2t&s, x)
&
1
2
220, ( y&x)2 f (2t&s, x)
=
1
4
22t&s, y&x f (s, x)+:
6
1
Ri (s, x, t, y).
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By Minkowski’s inequality,
_22(t&s)2, ( y&x)2 f (s, x)_
1
4 _2
2
t&s, y&x f (s, x)_+: _Ri_.
Note that
|
dt
( |x& y|+|t&s|12)d&1+2:$

C
|x& y|d&3+2:$
,
|
dx
( |x& y|+|t&s|12)d&1+2:$

C
|t&s|:$
.
For this reason, the norms
_Ri_C {|

0 _
&2 th f &:$
h1: &
:$ dh
h =
1:$
for i=1, 2, 3 and
_Ri_C :
d&1
i=1 {|

0 _
&22, ih u&:$
h2: &
:$ dh
h =
1:$
for i=4, 5, 6 by the classical bound for isotropic norms (see, e.g., [18]).
Hence, we need only to compute the norm _22t&s, y&x f (s, x)_. By changing
the variables t$=2t&s, y$=2y&x, we get
_22t&s, y&x f (s, x)_
=\| 2
2:$&1 ds dt$ dx dy$(22(t$&s)2, ( y$&x)2 f (s, x))
:$
( |x& y$|+- 2 |t$&s|12)d&1+2:$ +
1:$
22&1:$ _22(t&s)2, ( y&x)2 f (s, x)_. (2.4)
This implies the desired bound. K
2.2. Trace Theorem
Assume that f # W1, 2, :$ and f (s, x, r)=0 for r1. Denote by u(t, x)=
f (t, x, 0) the boundary value of f.
Theorem 2.1. The norm
&u&1:, 2:, :$C(& f &1, 2, :$+&u&:$+&{z u&:$).
Remark. Theorem 2.1 is a natural generalization of known trace
theorems (see, e.g., [3, 16, or 18]). It is possibly known but I failed to find
any reference.
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Proof. It is close to the end of the proof of Theorem 2 in [18].
1%. Bound for 2 thu. For every x,
u(s, x)=f (s, x, 0)
=&
2
h |
- h
0
f (s, x, 2r) r dr+
4
h |
- h
0
f (s, x, r) r dr
+
2
h |
- h
0
22, dr f (s, x, 0) r dr.
By applying the same to s+h and taking the difference, we get
|2thu(s, x)|
C
h \|
2 - h
0
|2th f (s, x, r)| r dr+|
- h
0
|22, dr f (s, x, 0)| r dr
+|
- h
0
|22, dr f (s+h, x, 0)| r dr+

C
h |
2 - h
0 \|
h
0
d’ |Dtf (s+’, x, r)|+ r dr
+|
3 - h
0
( |Dddf (s, x, r)|+|Dddf (s+h, x, r)| ) r dr
(the last inequality follows from (2.1)). Denote f r(t, x)= f (t, x, r). By
Minkowski’s inequality,
&2thu&:$
C
h |
2 - h
0 \|
h
0
&Dtf (t+’, x, r)&:$ d’+ r dr
+C |
3 - h
0
&Dddf r&:$ r dr
C |
3 - h
0
(&Dtf r&:$+&Dddf r&:$) r dr.
Let 0<=<2:. By Ho lder’s inequality, the last integral does not exceed
C \|
3 - h
0
r1&=: dr+
1:
\|
3 - h
0
(&Dtf r&:$:$+&D
ddf r&:$:$) r
1+=:$ dr+
1:$
Ch1:&=2 \|
3 - h
0
(&Dtf r&:$:$+&Dddf r&:$:$) r1+=:$ dr+
1:$
.
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Finally,
|

0
&2 th u&
:$
:$ dh
h1+:$:
C |

0
h&1&=:$2 dh |
3 - h
0
(&Dtf r&:$:$+&D
ddf r&:$:$) r
1+=:$ dr
C |

0
r1+=:$ dr(&Dtf r&:$:$+&D
ddf r&:$:$) |

r23
h&1&=:$2 dh
C |

0
r dr(&Dtf r&:$:$+&D
ddf r&:$:$)C & f &
:$
1, 2, :$
by Fubini’s theorem and the inequality z h
&1&bCz&b.
2%. Bound for 22, ih u. Denote x(h)=(x1 , ..., x i+h, ..., xd&1). As in 1%,
we get
|22, ih u(s, x)|
C
h2 \|
2h
0
|22, ih f (s, x, r)| r dr+|
h
0
|22, dr f (s, x, 0)| r dr
+|
h
0
|22, dr f (s, x(h), 0)| r dr+|
h
0
|22, dr f (s, x(2h), 0)| r dr+

C
h2 |
2h
0 \|
h
0
|
h
0
d’ d‘ |Diif (s, x(’+‘), r)|+ r dr
+C |
3h
0
( |Dddf (s, x, r)|+|Dddf (s, x(h), r)|
+|Dddf (s, x(2h), r)| ) r dr.
By Minkowski’s and Ho lder’s inequalities,
&22, ih u&:$ C |
2h
0
&Diif r&:$ r dr+C |
3h
0
&Dddf r&:$ r dr
Ch2:&= \|
3h
0
(&Diif r&:$:$+&Dddf r&:$:$) r1+=:$ dr+
1:$
.
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Finally,
|

0
&22, ih u&:$:$ dh
h1+2:$:
C |

0
h&1&=:$ dh |
3h
0
(&Diif r&:$:$+&D
ddf r&:$:$) r
1+=:$ dr
C |

0
r1+=:$ dr(&D iif r&:$:$+&Dddf r&:$:$) |

r3
h&1&=:$ dh
C |

0
r dr(&Dtf r&:$:$+&D
ddf r&:$:$)C & f &
:$
1, 2, :$
by Fubini’s theorem. K
2.3. Extension from the Boundary
Let g(t, x) # C 0 be a nonnegative function such that
| g(t, x) dt dx=1, g(t, x)=0 for |x|+|t| 121
and
g(\t, \x1 , ..., \xd&1)= g(t, x). (2.5)
Let l(r) be a real-valued function of class C such that 0l1, l(r)=1
for r< 12 and l(r)=0 for r1.
The main tool for constructing a truncating sequence is given by the
following
Theorem 2.2. For a function u(t, x) # C 0 , define
(s, x, r)=Cu(s, x, r)=| u(s+r2t, x+ry) g(t, y) dt dy, r>0.
and .(s, x, r)=l(r) (s, x, r). Then
&.&1, 2, :$+"1r Dd.":$, m C &u&1:, 2:, :$ (2.6)
and
& |{z.|2&:$, mC &u& &u&1:, 2:, :$ . (2.7)
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Besides,
Dd.(s, x, r)  0 as r a 0. (2.8)
Proof (Cf. [7], Theorem 4.1). Denote gr(t, y)=(1rd+1) g(tr2, yr).
Note that = gr V u.
1%. Bound for &&:$, m . By Minkowski’s inequality,
&&:$:$, m =|
1
0
r dr || ds dx[ gr V u(s, x)]:$
=|
1
0
r dr &gr V u&:$:$
|
1
0
r dr &gr&:$1 &u&
:$
:$=C &u&
:$
:$ ,
since &gr&1 does not depend on r.
2%. Bound for &Di&:$, m , i=1, ..., d&1. We have D ii= gr V D iu and
the same computation yields
&Di&:$:$, mC &D
iu&:$:$ .
3%. Bound for &Dii&:$, m , i=1, ..., d&1. For a point y # Rd&1, denote
by y~ its reflection in the plane y i=0, that is the point with coordinates
( y1 , ..., &yi , ..., yd&1).
By symmetry of g, which implies the same property for Diig,
2Dii(s, x, r)
=
1
rd+3 | \Diig\
t&s
r2
,
x& y
r ++Diig \
t&s
r2
,
x~ & y~
r ++ u(t, y) dt dy
=
1
rd+3 | \Diig \
t
r2
,
y
r++ [u(s+t, x+ y)+u(s+t, x+ y~ )] dt dy.
Note that  Diig(t, y) dyi=0 for every t and yj , j{i. This implies
2Dii(s, x, r)=| Diig(t, y) _
22, iryi u(s&r
2t, x&ry)
r2 & dt dy.
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By Ho lder’s inequality,
|Dii|\| |Diig(t, y)|: dt dy+
1:
_\| | y|+|t|121 _
|22, iryi u(s&r
2t, x&ry)|
r2 &
:$
dt dy+
1:$
which implies
|Dii|:$C |
| y|+|t|12r
|22, iyi u(s&t, x& y)|
:$ r&d&1&2:$ dt dy.
Integrating with respect to s, x, r, we get
&Dii&:$:$, m C |
1
0
r dr |
| y|+|t|12r
&22, iyi u(s&t, x& y)&
:$
:$ r
&d&1&2:$ dt dy
C | &22, iyi u&:$:$ dt dy |

| y|+|t|12
r&d&2:$ dr
C |
&22, iyi u&
:$
:$ dt dy
( | y|+|t|12)d&1+2:$
C |

0
&22, ih u&
:$
:$ dh
h&1+2:$
=C |

0
&22, ih u&
:$
:$ dh
h1+2:$:
.
4%. Bound for &Dt&:$, m . As in 3%,
Dt(s, x, r)=
1
rd+3 | D
tg \t&sr2 ,
x& y
r + u(t, y) dt dy
=
1
rd+3 | D
tg \t&sr2 ,
x& y
r + (u(t, y)&u(s, y)) dt dy
because  Dtg(t, y) dt=0 for all y. This implies
Dt(s, x, r)=| Dtg(t, y)
2t&r2t u(s, x&ry)
r2
dt dy.
By Ho lder’s inequality,
|Dt|:$C |
| y|+|t|12r
[2ttu(s, x& y)]
:$ r&d&1&2:$ dt dy
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which implies
&Dt&:$:$, mC |
&2 tt u&:$:$ dt dy
( | y|+|t|12)d&1+2:$
C |

0
&2 thu&:$:$ dh
h1+:$:
.
5%. Bound for &(1r) Dd&:$, m . We have
Dd(s, x, r)=
1
rd+2 | G \
t
r2
,
y
r+ u(s+t, x+ y) dt dy,
where
G(t, y)=&(d+1) g(t, y)&2tDtg(t, y)&:
i
yiD ig(t, y). (2.9)
It is easy to check that G has the same symmetry properties as g. Besides,
 G(t, y) dt dy=Dd1=0 (take u=1). For this reason
2Dd(s, x, r)=
1
rd+2 | G \
t
r2
,
y
r+ 22t, y u(s&t, x& y) dt dy. (2.10)
In the same way as in 3%, we get
"1r Dd"
:$
:$, m
C |
&22t, y u&
:$
:$ dt dy
( | y|+|t|12)d&1+2:$
It remains to apply Lemma 2.1.
6%. Bound for &Ddd&:$, m . We have
Ddd(s, x, r)=
1
rd+3 | H \
t
r2
,
y
r+ u(s+t, x+ y) dt dy,
where
H(t, y)=&(d+2) G(t, y)&2tDtG(t, y)&:
i
yiDiG(t, y).
and G is given by (2.9). The function H has the same symmetry properties
as G, and we can proceed as in 5%.
7%. By the choice of l(r), the bounds established in 1%6% yield (2.6).
8%. Bound for & |Di.|2&:$, m , i<d. Assume u # C c . Then .(s, x, r)
has a compact support for each fixed r. We integrate by parts and we use
Ho lder’s inequality and the relation (:$&1) :=:$ to get
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&(Di.)2&:$:$, m = } |
1
0
| r dr ds dx |Di.| 2:$ }
= } |
1
0
| r dr ds dx Di.[Di. |D i.|2:$&2] }
= } (2:$&1) |
1
0
| r dr ds dx . |Di.|2:$&2 Dii. }
C &.& } |
1
0
| r dr ds dx |D i.|2:$&2 Dii. }
C &.& &(Di.)2&:$&1:$, m &D
ii.&:$, m
This implies
&(Di.)2&:$, mC &.& &Dii.&:$, m .
But &.&&u& by construction and &D ii.&:$, mC &u&1:, 2:, :$ by 3%. It
remains to note that C c is dense in B1:, 2:, :$ & L .
9%. Evaluation of &(Dd.)2&:$, m . Since Dd.(s, x, 0)=0 and .(s, 1, x)
=0, integration by parts yields
&(Dr.)2&:$:$, m= } |
1
0
| r dr ds dx |Dd.|2:$ }
= } |
1
0
| dr ds dx Dd.[rDd. |Dd.|2:$&2] }
 } |
1
0
| dr ds dx . |Dd.|2:$&1 }
+ } (2:$&1) |
1
0
| r dr ds dx .|Dd.|2:$&2 Ddd. }
C &.& \|
1
0
| r dr ds dx |Dd.|2:$&2
1
r
|D0.|
+|
1
0
| r dr dx |Dd.|2:$&2 |Ddd.|+
C &.& &(Dd.)2&:$&1:$, m \"1r Dd.":$, m +&Ddd.&:$, m+ .
The proof can be completed as in 8% by using the bounds from 5% and 6%.
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10%. By (2.10),
Dd(s, x, r)=
1
r | G(t, y) 2
2
r2t, ryu(s&r
2t, x&ry) dt dy. (2.11)
and therefore
|Dd(s, x, r)|
1
r | |G(t, y)| C(u)(r
4t2+r2y2) dt dy
where C(u) is the uniform norm of the second derivatives of u. This implies
(2.8). K
2.4. Poisson Kernel and Bounds for K*f
The Poisson kernel for the heat equation in a half-space Q=R+_R
d
+ is
given by the formula
K(s, x, r; t, y)=Kr(t&s, y&x)
=
Cr
(t&s)(d+2)2
e&(r2+| y&x|2)4(t&s). (2.12)
where C is a positive constant.
For a function f on Q we set
K*f (t, y)=|
Q
f (s, z) K(s, z; t, y) m(ds, dz)
=|
1
0
r dr |
R+_R
d&1
f (s, x, r) Kr(t&s, y&x) ds dx
=|
1
0
Kr V f rr dr (2.13)
where f r(s, x)= f (s, x, r) and V stands for the standard convolution of
functions in Rd&1. The following lemmas are close to [7], Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 2.2. &K*f &:$C & f &:$, m .
Proof. If .=K*f and  # C c (R
d&1), then
(., )=| .( y) ( y) dy=|
1
0
r dr | ds dx f r(s, x) Kr V (s, x). (2.14)
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Denote 9(x, r)=Kr V (x). By (2.14) and by Ho lder’s inequality,
|(., )|& f &:$, m &9&:, m . By Minkowski’s inequality,
&9&::, m=|
1
0
r dr &Kr V &::|
1
0
r dr &Kr &:1 &&
:
:C &&
:
: .
Finally,
|(., )|C & f &:$, m &&: ,
which yields . # L:$ and &.&:$C & f &:$, m . K
Lemma 2.3. If :$>2, then &{z(K*f )&:$C & f &:$, m .
Proof. Analogously,
(., Di)=|
1
0
| r dr ds dx f r(s, x) Kr V Di(s, x)
=|
1
0
| r dr ds dx f r(s, x) Qr V (s, x)
where Qr=&D iKr . By Ho lder’s inequality,
|(., Di)|& f &:$, m &8&:, m .
where 8=Qr V . On the other hand, simple computation shows that
&Qr&1=(1r) &Q1&1 . Therefore
&8&::, m =|
1
0
r dr &Qr V &::|
1
0
r dr &Qr &:1 &&
:
:
=C |
1
0
r1&: dr &&::C &&
:
: ,
since :<2. Finally,
|(.i , )|=|(., Di)|C & f &:$, m &&: .
As above, this implies Di. # L:$ and &D i.&:$C & f &:$, m . K
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.1.
1%. We can assume that D=Rd+ is a half-space. Let 1 be a
removable singularity. By [13] (see also [9]), its Poisson capacity
CapL(1 )=0. By Proposition 1.1, there exists a truncating sequence
n(s, x, r) such that
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(i) 0n1;
(ii) n=1 in some neighborhood of 1;
(iii) n=0 outside of some bounded domain;
(iv) &n &1, 2, :$  0.
Put .n(s, x)=n(s, x, 0). It follows from [13] (see (4.12), (4.19) and
Lemma 4.8), that the functions .n admit a representation
.n(s, x)=H(q(s, x) K*fn),
where:
v fn are nonnegative functions such that & fn &:$, m  0 and K*fn1
on 1;
v the function q # C 0 (R_R
d&1) satisfies 0q1, q=1 in some
neighborhood of 1;
v H(s), 0s<, is an increasing function with the properties:
0H1, H(s)=0 if s14, H(s)=1 if s34, functions H$(s), sH"(s)
and s(H$(s))2 are bounded.
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, the norms &K*fn&:$ and &{zK*fn&:$ tend to 0.
Since H(s)Cs, the norm &.n &:$  0 as well. The same is valid for
&{z.n&:$ because H$(s) is bounded. Finally,
&.n&1:, 2:, :$  0
by (iv) and Theorem 2.1. If :=2, we just need to skip the statements
related with {z.n and {zK*fn .
2%. Let 1 be a null set for the Besov capacity Cap1:, 2:, :$ , and let un
be the corresponding sequence of nonnegative functions such that un1,
&un&1:, 2:, :$  0, un=1 in a neighborhood of 1.
According to Proposition 1.2, 1 is a removable lateral singularity if there
exists a sequence of functions n(s, x, r) satisfying the properties (i)(v) of
Proposition 1.1.
Let l(r) be as in Theorem 2.2 and q(s, x) be as in 1%. We put
n(s, x, r)=l(r) q(s, x) Cun(s, x, r) where the operator C is defined in
Theorem 2.2. Since 0un1, the functions n satisfy (i). By construction,
they also satisfy (ii) since the function g in Theorem 2.2 has compact sup-
port. The property (iii) follows from the choice of q and l. The properties
(iv) and (v) follow from Theorem 2.2 (it is easy to see that the multiplying
by q does not break them; cf. Lemma 4.7 in [13]).
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